
Sponsors

Platinum Sponsors
Oleksandr Spivakovsky’s Educational Foundation (OSEF, 
http://spivakovsky.fund/) aims to support gifted young 
people, outstanding educators, and also those who wish to
start up their own business. OSEF activity is focused on 
the support and further development of educational, 
scientific, cultural, social and intellectual spheres in the 
Kherson Region of Ukraine.
DataArt (http://dataart.com/) develops industry-defining 
applications, helping clients optimize time-to-market and 
minimize software development risks in mission-critical 
systems. Domain knowledge, offshore cost advantages, 
and efficiency – that's what makes DataArt a partner of 
choice for their global clients.

Gold Sponsors
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv 
(http://www.knu.ua/en) is a research university with a 
classic tradition and is a leading establishment of higher 
education in Ukraine. The university was founded in 1834 
and has a long tradition of achievement and success both 
in teaching and in research. Presently, the university 
comprises 13 faculties and awards Junior Specialist's, 
Bachelor's, Specialist's and Master's degrees, Higher 
Qualification Post-graduate degrees and Doctoral degrees.
BWT Group (http://www.groupbwt.com/) are those who 
do coding all day and night long. For you. We can do 
anything, that’s it. The work we do, and how we do it, is 
defined in large part by the culture we’ve developed. We 
seek to build an organization that each and every one of 
us enjoys being a part of, where people feel valued, 
inspired to grow, and are willing to do what’s necessary to
take care of each other and our client.
Logicify (http://logicify.com/) is an outsourcing company 
providing software development services. Company helps 
customers with issues and projects involving software. 
Logicify has been working in a variety of industries and 
fields, including telecom, video sharing, social media, 
insurance. It has several teams with specialized skills in 
different technologies that can relate to specific 
industries.
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Organizers

Ministry of Education and Science of 
Ukraine
http://www.mon.gov.ua/

Taras Shevchenko National University of 
Kyiv, Ukraine
http://www.univ.kiev.ua/en/

Kherson State University, Ukraine
http://www.kspu.edu/

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain
http://www.upm.es/

Zaporizhzhia National University, Ukraine
http://www.znu.edu.ua/en/

V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, 
Ukraine
http://www.univer.kharkov.ua/en

University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom
https://www.hud.ac.uk/

Lviv Polytechnic National University, 
Ukraine
http://www.lp.edu.ua/en

Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt, Austria
http://www.uni-klu.ac.at/

Poznan University of Technology, Poland
https://www4.put.poznan.pl/en

Poznan Supercomputing and Networking 
Center, Poland 
http://www.man.poznan.pl/online/en/

DataArt Solutions Inc., USA
http://dataart.com/
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